
A number of non-exclusive theory focus on various aspects of the relations between investors, issuers, and 
investment banks taking the firms public. Explanations for underpricing: 
 
1. Winner’s Curse – information asymmetry  

- Uninformed investors will be crowded out of underpriced IPOs and only get their full allocation when 
the IPO is a bad investment  

- They face a winner’s curse: if uninformed investors get all the shares which they ask for, it is 
because informed investors don’t want them 

- To ensure their presence, IPOs need to be underpriced by enough on average to 
overcome/compensate for this bias  

- Evidence: more allocation to informed investors or more information freely available about the issuer 
-> less underpricing  

2. Market Feedback  
- An issuer may be uncertain as to the “true” value of the firm  
- An “initial” bookbuilding process offers the issuer an opportunity to find out from the market the 

“true” value 
- To induce institutional investors to reveal this information, the issuer must underprice the issue  

3. Bandwagon (a.k.a. cascades hypothesis)  
- Investors are more likely to subscribe to a float that they perceive as popular with other investors  
- In order to induce the first wave of popularity, issuers underprice the issue to induce a 

bandwagon/cascade effect, in which all subsequent investors will want to buy irrespective of their 
own information 

- This may result in positively-sloped demand curves  
4. Investment banker monopsony power 

- Incentives for bankers to underprice  
o Easier to sell shares  
o Carry favour with executives 

- Marketing costs 
- Client relationships 

o Evidence against: investment banks also underprice themselves when listing 
o Evidence for: the practice of brokerage houses exchanging IPO shares with top executives 

OPI shares with top executives for reciprocating business from their companies  
5. Lawsuit avoidance  

- Directors are liable for any loss arising as a result of material misrepresentation made during the 
offer  

- Underwriters have incentives to underprice the IPO to avoid potential lawsuits if shares 
subsequently do poorly 

- Underpricing reduces the likelihood of a loss and therefore provides an insurance mechanism  
- Evidence against: underpricing happens in countries with more relaxed regulatory schemes 

6. Signalling  
- Leaving a “good-taste” with investors provides a mechanism to signal the quality of the issue  
- Allows the firm to sell future offerings at a higher price than otherwise would be the case 
- Easier to subsequently raise funds at higher prices.  

7. Ownership dispersion  
- Management allows underpricing to ensure more diversified 

ownership (excess demand allows for greater number or 
shareholders) which leads to greater liquidity and makes it 
more difficult for outsiders to challenge the management 

- Prevents a large shareholder from having too much control 
and the potential ability to vote out directors 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Why do IPOs tend to under-perform in the long run compared to already listed firms? 
 
While the evidence is that on average IPOs are good investments, in the short-term – i.e. by flipping on the 
first day – what is the evidence of their long-term performance?  
 
 
Explanations of long-run underperformance 
1. Divergence of opinion hypothesis  

- Market for an IPO consists of both optimistic and pessimistic investors  
- Successful IPO subscribers are naturally optimistic  
- Over time, this optimism adjusts resulting in a fall in share price – beliefs of optimistic and 

pessimistic investors converge as more information is released about the firm  
2. Impresario hypothesis  

- Investment bankers may attempt to create the appearance of excess demand by initially 
underpricing IPOs  

- Investors are initially taken in by this, but then we would expect to subsequently see a fall in share 
price as efforts are withdrawn  

3. Windows of opportunity hypothesis  
- Management times the issue  
- Generally takes advantage of high demand for IPOs by the market (hot markets)  
- A decline in demand for IPOs will be correlated with a reduction in equity prices generally  

 
What are seasoned equity offerings (SEOs)? 

- Offer to sell equity securities of a class that is already traded 
 
Alternative types of SEOs 

- Rights issues – existing shareholders 
- General offers – the public 
- Placements – financial institutions 

In choosing between the alternative types of SEO’s, managers would look at  
- Costs involved 
- Time to implement (execution risk) 
- Potential transfers from old to new shareholders 

o Cash - wealth 
o Voting power - wealth 

 
What are private placements? 
Placements 

- an issue of new shares to a limited number of investors (usually financial institutions) 
- can only be given to sophisticated investors  

o not protected by authorities/ CA 
o assumed  to be knowledgeable - no prospectus required, not treated as an uninformed 

investor 
- always at a discount to market price as no one would buy it if it was at market price 
- at a discount for a certain class of shareholders - > wealth transfers, dilution of voting rights 

Why would an investor ever buy at premium to the market? (rare) 
o Thinly traded companies – not much liquidity/trading 
o Substantial block of shares that are not able to be purchased on the market 
o Potential control of firm 
o Shares are unable to be obtained on the market without raising the price 
o If the offer price is too low, it may lead to a fall in the overall share price, which may not be in 

the best interest of existing shareholders 
Advantages 

- Timeliness (quicker – few hours) 
- Transaction costs (lower, no prospectus required, generally no underwriting) 

Disadvantages 
- Potential dilution in voting power 
- If at discount, dilution of wealth for existing shareholders 

 


